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Abstrat
This paper onerns the behavior of eigenfuntions of quantized at
maps and in partiular their supremum norm. We observe that for om-
posite integer values of N, the inverse of Plank's onstant, some of the
desymmetrized eigenfuntions have very small support and hene very
large supremum norm. We also prove an entropy estimate and show that
our funtions satisfy equality in this estimate. In the ase when N is a
prime power with even exponent we alulate the supremum norm for a
large proportion of all desymmetrized eigenfuntions and we nd that for
a given N there is essentially at most four dierent values these assume.
1 Introdution
A well studied model in quantum haos is the so alled quantized at map - a
quantized version of the dynamial system given by a hyperboli (i.e. with
| trpAq| ¡ 2) matrix A P SLp2,Zq ating on the two dimensional torus. The
quantization of these systems is a unitary operator UN pAq ating on the spae
L2 pZN q  C
N . This model was rst introdued by Berry and Hannay [6℄ and
has been developed in a number of papers [8, 3, 4, 7, 17, 10, 5, 12℄. The
general idea is that the haoti behavior of the lassial system orresponds
to eigenfuntions of the quantized system being niely spread out in the so
alled semilassial limit, that is, when N goes to innity. UNpAq an have
large degeneraies, but as Kurlberg and Rudnik explained in [10℄, this is a
onsequene of quantum symmetries in our model. Namely, there is a large
abelian group of unitary operators ommuting with UN pAq. In analogy with the
theory of modular forms, these operators are alled Heke operators and their
joint eigenfuntions are alled Heke eigenfuntions. Kurlberg and Rudnik
showed that the Heke eigenfuntions beome uniformly distributed as N Ñ8,
a fat often referred to as arithmeti quantum unique ergodiity (QUE) for at
maps.
Another natural question relating to eigenfuntions spreading out in the
limit is the question of estimating their supremum norms. Given the matrix
A, the primes (all but a nite number of them to be exat) an be divided in

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two parts alled split and inert, and in [11℄ and [9℄ it was shown that for suh
prime numbers N the supremum norm of L2normalized Heke eigenfuntions
are bounded by 2{
a
1 1{N and 2{
a
1  1{N respetively. As an immediate
onsequene of this it follows that as long as N is square free, all Heke eigen-
funtions ψ fulll }ψ}
8
 O pN ǫq for all ǫ ¡ 0. For general N we only know
that the supremum is Oǫ
 
N3{8 ǫ

for all ǫ ¡ 0 (f. [11℄). In view of the results
for prime numbers N and the quantum unique ergodiity, one might think that
all Heke eigenfuntions have small supremum norm, maybe even smaller than
N ǫ for all ǫ ¡ 0, however this is not the ase. In this paper we observe that,
unless N is square free, some of the Heke eigenfuntions are loalized on ideals
of ZN and for suh funtions we get rather large supremum norms. To be more
preise, if N  a2 we an nd an eigenfuntion with supremum norm " N1{4.
This result is somewhat analogous with the result of Rudnik and Sarnak [13℄
onerning the supremum norm of eigenfuntions of the Laplaian of a spe-
ial lass of arithmeti ompat 3-manifolds. They show that the supremum of
some so alled theta lifts are " λ1{4, where λ is the orresponding eigenvalue.
For a L2-normalized funtion in L2 pZN q it is trivial to see that the maximal
supremum is N1{2 and the (sharp) general upper bound for the supremum of
an eigenfuntion of the Laplaian of a ompat manifold is O
 
λpd1q{4

, where
d is the dimension of the manifold (f. [15℄). For d  3, we see that the growth
we obtain for our eigenfuntions is analogous to the growth of the theta lifts
in the sense that they are both the square root of the largest possible growth.
In Theorem 4.3 we note that the ation of UN on the subspae spanned by
the Heke eigenfuntions loalized on ideal is isomorphi to the ation of UN 1 on
L2 pZN 1q for some N
1
|N. This means that one an think of these eigenfuntions
as the analogue of what in the theory of automorphi forms is alled old forms.
Heke eigenfuntions that are orthogonal to the old forms play the role of new
forms. Note that the existene of old forms, although their supremum is large,
has small relation to the onept of saring. On the one hand we know from
the result of Kurlberg and Rudnik that no saring is possible for Heke eigen-
funtions, and on the other hand the ideals themselves equidistribute, hene it
is not surprising that old forms do not ontribute to sars.
Another quantity one an study in order to determine how well eigenfun-
tions spread out is the Shannon entropy, a large entropy signies a well-spread
funtion. This has been done in a reent paper by Anantharaman and Nonnen-
maher [2℄ for the baker's map. In this study they use estimates from below
of the Shannon entropy to show that the Kolmogorov-Sinai entropy of the in-
dued limit measures (so alled semilassial measures) is always at least half
of the Kolmogorov-Sinai entropy of the Lebesgue measure. We prove that the
equivalent estimate of the Shannon entropies is true for eigenfuntions of the
quantized at map and that our large eigenfuntions makes this estimate sharp.
Even though the Heke eigenfuntions do not ontribute to sars (whih other
sequenes of eigenfuntions do) they are still as badly spread out as possible in
the sense of entropy. That is, even though the only limiting measure of Heke
funtions is the Lebesgue measure and this has maximal Kolmogorov-Sinai en-
tropy, some of the Heke funtions have minimal Shannon entropy.
In the study of new forms a very surprising phenomena ours; assume for
simpliity that N  pk with k ¡ 1, then it seems like the spae is divided into
two or four dierent subspaes and Heke eigenfuntions in the same spae have
the same or almost the same supremum norm. These norms are not dependent
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Figure 1: The supremum norm of all the new forms of a given matrix A: in
the upper row N  74 and in the lower N  113 and in the left olumn the
primes ( i.e. 7, 11) are inert, while in the right olumn, they are split. The
new forms are ordered with respet to growing phase (in the interval rπ, πq) of
their eigenvalues, when these are evaluated at some spei element of maximal
order in the Heke algebra.
on A other than that the normalization fator is dierent if A makes p split
or inert. We will derive these properties in the ase where the power of p is
even. This is done using an arithmeti desription of the Heke eigenfuntions
introduing two parameters C and D where the dierent lines orresponds to
the solvability of seond and third order equations of CD modulo p. Moreover,
the exat values these supremum norms are alulated. The lower line is not
a true line but rather a strip of width OpN1q below the value 2{
a
1 1{p
orresponding to p being split or inert. This is the same value as the known
bound for primes N. The other lines are true lines and their value is alulated
in Theorem 8.2, the values are of the size N1{6. The noise we see for the
split ase is also explained and orresponds to p|C. But as we see in gure 1,
numerial simulations suggests that similar properties hold also for odd powers
and this will be explored in a forthoming paper.
Our alulations show that if N  p2k (p ¡ 3 and p is either split or inert)
then the supremum of all Heke eigenfuntions is bounded by N1{4 and this
estimate is sharp. By multipliativity this is then true for all produts of suh
N.
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3 Short desription of the model
This will be a very brief introdution to quantized at maps, more or less just
introduing the notation we will use. A more extensive setup an be found in
[10℄.
Take a matrix A P SLp2,Zq. We assume that | trpAq| ¡ 2 to make the system
haoti and that the diagonal entries of A are odd and the o diagonal are
even. If N is even we make the further assumption that A  I pmod 4q. These
ongruene assumptions are needed in order for the quantization of the dynamis
to be onsistent with the quantization of observables. In eah time step we map
x P T2  R2{Z2 to Ax P T2 and observables f P C8
 
T2

are sent to f  A.
The quantization of this is a unitary operator UNpAq ating on the state spae
L2 pZN q , equipped with the inner produt
  φ, ψ ¡
1
N
¸
QPZN
φpQqψpQq.
Assume for a moment that we know how to dene UN pAq when N is a prime
power. For general N we write N  pα1
1
...pαmm and via the Chinese remainder
theorem we get an isomorphism between L2 pZN q and
Âm
j1 L
2

Z
p
αj
j
	
. Using
this deomposition we dene UN pAq : b
m
j1Up
αj
j
pAq. We now only have to
dene UpkpAq : Identify A with its image in SLp2,Zpkq and use the Weil rep-
resentation to quantize A. This is a representation of SLp2,Zpkq on L
2
 
Zpk

,
whih for odd primes p is given on the generators by
Upkpnbqψpxq  e

rbx2
pk


ψpxq (1)
Upkpatqψpxq  Λptqψptxq (2)
Upkpωqψpxq 
Sr
 
1, pk

a
pk
¸
yPZ
pk
ψpyqe

2rxy
pk


, (3)
where we have introdued the notation
nb 

1 b
0 1

, at 

t 0
0 t1

, ω 

0 1
1 0

and epxq  ei2πx.
(Λptq and Sr
 
1, pk

are numbers with absolute value 1 and r is a spei unit
in ZN , see [10℄ for details.) For p  2 the onstrution is similar but not quite
the same: The subgroup of all matries ongruent to the identity modulo 4 in
SL p2,Z2kq is generated by nb, n
T
c , at and U2kpnbq, U2kpatq are given by (1) and
4
(2) with p  2. Finally U2kpn
T
c q  H
1U2kpncqH, where H is the operator
assoiated to the expression in (3) with p  2.
The Heke operators orresponding to the matrix A are all the operators
written as UNpgq, where g  xI   yA and g has determinant 1.
4 Heke eigenfuntions with large supremum norm
Denition 4.1. For k ¥ m ¥ n we let
Skpm,nq 
 
f P L2
 
Zpk

; pm|x y ñ fpxq  fpyq ^ pn  xñ fpxq  0
(
.
Remark. Skpm,nq an be anonially embedded into L
2
pQpq . As funtions of
the p-adi numbers these funtions are alled Shwartz funtions beause of
their analogy with the Shwartz funtions of a real variable.
Theorem 4.1. Let p be an odd prime and m ¤ k ¤ 2m. Then Skpm, kmq is
invariant under the ation of Upk .
Proof. Let f P Skpm, kmq. It is easy to see that Upkpatqf P Skpm, kmq and
that Upkpnbqfpxq  0 if p
km
 x. Moreover we have
Upkpnbqf
 
pkmx  ypm

e

rb
 
pkm
 
x  yp2mk
2
pk

f
 
pkmx  ypm

e

rb
 
x  yp2mk
2
p2mk

f
 
pkmx

e

rbx2
p2mk


f
 
pkmx

 Upkpnbqf
 
pkmx

and
Upkpωqfpxq 
Sr
 
1, pk

a
pk
¸
yPZ
pk
fpyqe

2rxy
pk



Sr
 
1, pk

a
pk
¸
yPZpm
f
 
ypkm

e

2rxy
pm



Sr
 
1, pk

a
pk
¸
aPZ
p2mk
¸
bPZ
pkm
f
  
a  p2mkb

pkm

e

2rx
 
a  p2mkb

pm


Sr
 
1, pk

a
pk
¸
aPZ
p2mk
f
 
apkm

e

2rxa
pm


¸
bPZ
pkm
e

2rxb
pkm


.
If pkm  x then the sum over b is equal to zero, and the sum over a only
depends on the remainder of x modulo pm. Thus Upkpωqf P Skpm, kmq whih
onludes the proof.
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Theorem 4.2. Let N  pk, where p is an odd prime. Then there exists Heke
eigenfuntions ψ P L2pZN q suh that }ψ}2  1 and
}ψ}
8
¥ pr
k
2 s
{2.
Proof. The Heke operators are of the form UpkpBq for B P SLp2,Zq where all
B ommute. Sine Skpk  rk{2s, rk{2sq is SLp2,Zq-invariant there must be a
joint eigenfuntion ψ of all UpkpBq suh that ψ P Skpk  rk{2s, rk{2sq. If this
funtion is normalized to have }ψ}2  1, we get that
pkrk{2s
pk
}ψ}2
8
¥ }ψ}22  1
by the estimation |ψpxq| ¤ }ψ}
8
on the support of ψ.
Remark. When k is even the spae Skpk  rk{2s, rk{2sq  Skpk{2, k{2q  Cf
where
fpxq 
"
1 if pk{2|x
0 else
(4)
and we have UpkpAqf  f for all A P SLp2,Zq.
The ation of the Weil representation on Skpk  m,mq is isomorphi to
the ation on the full spae, but for a dierent N. More preisely, let Tm :
Skpkm,mq Ñ L
2
 
Zpk2m

be dened by pTmψqpxq  p
m{2ψppmxq, then Tm
is a bijetive intertwining operator. In other words:
Theorem 4.3. Let N  pk, where p is an odd prime. The operators Tm are
bijetive and if ψ P Skpk m,mq we have that UpkpAqψ  T
1
m Upk2mpAqTmψ.
Proof. That Tm is well dened and bijetive is trivial. We are left with proving
that the identity holds for the generators of SLp2,Zpkq. This is immediate for
nb and at and for ω we have
pTmUpkpωqψqpxq 
Sr
 
1, pk

a
pk m
¸
yPZ
pk
ψpyqe

2rxy
pkm



Sr
 
1, pk2m

a
pkm
¸
yPZ
pkm
ψpyqe

2rxy
pkm



Sr
 
1, pk2m

a
pk2m
¸
yPZ
pk2m
pm{2ψppmyqe

2rxy
pk2m


 pUpk2mpωqTmψqpxq.
Remark. Tm is in fat unitary.
One an obtain results analogous to Theorem 4.1 and Theorem 4.2 for p  2.
Theorem 4.4. Let p  2 and m ¤ k ¤ 2m   1. Then Skpm, k  1  mq is
invariant under the ation of U2k .
Proof. Observe that we only need to show that Skpm, k1mq is preserved by
(1), (2) and (3) and do the same alulations as in the proof of Theorem 4.1.
6
Corollary 4.5. Assume that N  ab2, where b is odd, or that N  2ab2. Then,
in both situations, there exists normalized Heke eigenfuntions ψ P L2 pZN q
suh that
}ψ}
8
¥ b1{2.
Proof. Follows immediately from Theorem 4.2 and Theorem 4.4 sine }fbg}
8

}f}
8
}g}
8
.
5 Shannon entropies of Heke funtions
Entropy is a lassial measure of unertainty (haos) in a dynamial system
and reently this has been studied in a number of papers in the ontext of
quantum haos, see [2℄,[1℄. The main onjeture an intuitively be desribed in
the following way: The entropy is always at least half of the largest possible
entropy.
Denition 5.1. Let f P L2 pZN q and assume }f}2  1. We dene the Shannon
entropy to be
hpfq  
¸
xPZN
|fpxq|2
N
log
|fpxq|2
N
.
In [2℄, Anantharaman and Nonnenmaher prove the desribed onjeture in
the ase of semilassial limits of the Walsh-quantized baker's map with N  Dk
and D xed. In the ourse of this proof they ome aross similar inequalities
for the Shannon entropy of the spei eigenstates. The maximal entropy is
| log 2πℏ| (where ℏ is Plank's onstant) and they show that eah eigenstate ψℏ
fullls hpψℏq ¥ 1{2| log 2πℏ|. In our ase 2πℏ is equivalent to N
1
and therefore
a natural question for at maps is if
hpψq ¥
1
2
logN (5)
for Heke eigenfuntions, or more generally, for eigenfuntions of UN pAq. Let us
rst note that if we for instane take N to be prime and put A  nb for some
b  0 then the funtion
fpxq 
"?
N if x  0
0 else
fulll UN pAqf  f and hpfq  0, hene the inequality in (5) an not be true in
full generality. However the following is true:
Theorem 5.1. Assume that A is not upper triangular modulo p for any p|N.
If f P L2 pZN q is a normalized eigenfuntion of UN pAq then hpfq ¥
1
2
logN.
If f is the funtion dened in (4) thenN1{4f  pk{4f fullls hpfq  1{2 logN,
hene the inequality in Theorem 5.1 is sharp. The proof of the Theorem is a
simple appliation of the following Entropi Unertainty Priniple whih an be
found in [2℄:
Theorem 5.2. Entropi Unertainty Priniple Let N be a positive integer
and let U be a unitary N N matrix. If we denote cpUq  max |Ui,j|, then
hpfq   hpUfq ¥ 2 log cpUq
for all f P L2 pZN q with }f}2  1.
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Proof of Theorem 5.1. It is enough to prove the statement for N  pk. Let
A 

a b
c d

. Sine p  c we an write A  nb1ωnb2at where t  c, b1  ac
1
and b2  cd. Inserting this into the denition of UN we get
UN pAqψpxq 
Srp1, Nq
?
N
Λptq
¸
yPZN
e

r
 
b1x
2
  b2y
2
  2xyq

N

ψptyq.
Hene, if we view UN pAq as an N N matrix then all its entries have absolute
value N1{2 and thus if UN pAqf  λf then the Entropi Unertainty Priniple
says that hpfq  hpUNpAqfq ¥  logN
1{2
 1{2 logN.
Note that the funtion dened in (4) is invariant under the ation of SLp2,ZN q
and in partiular if we apply the Fourier transform to it. Thus the Shannon
entropy of the state is trivially the same in both the position-representation
and the momentum-representation. This property was also observed by Anan-
tharaman and Nonnenmaher in their study of the baker's map, however there
is a big dierene between the two quantizations. The baker's map is quantized
in a manner where dierent states orrespond to dierent funtions of phase
spae (the torus) and in this ontext it is natural to study the so alled Wehrl
entropy of the state [16℄. They prove that the Wehrl entropy oinides with the
Shannon entropy. Our states are elements in the state spae L2pZN q and in our
quantization g ÞÑ  Oppgqψ, ψ ¡ (see [10℄ for the denition of Op) is a signed
measure, but does not indue a density on the phase spae. If we in partiular
pik ψ to be the funtion in (4), then for all g P C8pT2q we have that
  Oppgqψ, ψ ¡
»
T2
wpxqgpxqdx,
where wpxq is the pk{2periodi extension of
wpxq 
1
2pk
 
δ0,0   δpk{2{2,0   δ0,pk{2{2  δpk{2{2,pk{2{2

.
This an be seen using Poisson's summation formula or by straightforward iden-
tiation of Fourier oeients. There is however a problem with the large lass
C8pT2q of observables (we want to think of wpxq as a positive funtion, but
obviously it is not) seen also from a physiists perspetive; the Heisenberg un-
ertainty priniple says that we annot measure exat points (i.e exat position
and exat momentum) in phase spae, thus our observables should not behave
to badly on a loal sale. One naive way to ope with this problem would be
to study trigonometri polynomials as observables and let the number of terms
in the trigonometri expansion to grow with N. This solves our problems and
makes it possible for us to approximate our sum of delta funtions by a trigono-
metri polynomial. To be more preise: Let Ω  Z2 be a bounded set and let
T pΩq  tfpxq 
°
nPΩ cnepn  xq; cn P Cu . Then for ψ given by (4) we have
  Oppgqψ, ψ ¡
»
T2
w˜pxqgpxqdx,
for g P T pΩq and with w˜pxq 
°
nPΩXpk{2Z2p1q
n1n2epn  xq. In partiular if we
let Ω be a dis of radius square root of the inverse of Plank's onstant, i.e.
Ω  tx P Z2; |x|   pk{2u, we have w˜pxq  1. Note that the Wehrl entropy of
w˜pxq  1 is maximal (log pk), but that the Shannon entropy of ψ is minimal.
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6 Evaluation of Heke eigenfuntions
The rest of the paper is devoted to the study of Heke eigenfuntions in the
orthogonal omplement of Skpk  1, 1q. In view of Theorem 4.3 this is no re-
strition, but rather a natural way to struture the theory. To get an easy
desription of the dynamis we will make the assumption that N  p2k where
p is a prime larger than 3. The fat that the dynamis seems to be easier to
desribe if N is assumed to be a perfet square, has been observed before by Kn-
abe [8℄. Although his quantization is dierent, the desription of the dynamis
is quite similar. We begin the study by some basi denitions:
Denition 6.1. For x P ZN , let δx : ZN Ñ C be the funtion whih is 1 at x
and 0 at every other point.
Denition 6.2. Given x 

x1
x2


P Z2N , let ζx : ZN Ñ C be dened by
ζx 
¸
tPZ
pk
e

x1t
pk


δx2 pkt.
Remark. Notie that tζx;x P t1, 2, ..., p
k
u
2
u is an orthogonal base of L2pZN q and
that x  x1 pmod pkq implies ζx  cζx1 for some number c suh that c
pk
 1.
In partiular the spae Cζx an be thought of as dened for x P Z
2
pk
.
Denition 6.3. Given D P ZN we let
HD 
#
a bD
b a

; a, b P ZN , a
2
Db2  1
+
.
We make the assumption that A is not upper triangular modulo p. Beause of
this assumption A an be written as A  nbhnb for some b,D and some h P HD
and so we see that the Heke operators are given by tUN pgq; g P nbHDnbu.
But if ψ is an eigenfuntion of UN phq, then rψ  UN pnbqψ is an eigenfuntion
of UN pnbhnbq and furthermore |ψpxq|  |rψpxq|. Thus we may assume that the
Heke operators are tUN phq;h P HDu. If D is a quadrati residue modulo p then
p is alled split, if D is not a quadrati residue modulo p then p is alled inert,
and if p|D then p is alled ramied.
Denition 6.4. Let N : Z2
pk
Ñ Zpk be dened by N pxq  x
2
1 Dx
2
2.
Denition 6.5. For C P Zpk we dene
VC 
à
xPZ2
pk
N pxqC
Cζx.
Remark. Note that S2kp2k  1, 1q 
À
p|xCζx 
À
p|C VC and that the latter
is an equality if p is inert.
Lemma 6.1. Assume B P SLp2,ZN q and that x
1
 Bx. We have that
UN pBq ζx  e

rpx11x
1
2  x1x2q
N


ζx1 .
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Proof. By the multipliativity of both sides of the equality it is enough to prove
the lemma for the generators of SLp2,ZNq. Sine N  p
2k
we have that Λptq 
Sr
 
1, p2k

 1 and 2r  1 pmod Nq (see [10℄). Using the denition of UN we
get
UN pnbq ζx 
¸
tPZ
pk
e

x1t
pk


e

rb
 
x2   p
kt
2
N

δx2 pkt
 e

rbx22
N


¸
tPZ
pk
e

px1   bx2qt
pk


δx2 pkt  e

rpx11x
1
2  x1x2q
N


ζx1 ,
UN pasq ζx 
¸
tPZ
pk
e

x1t
pk


δs1px2 pktq 
¸
tPZ
pk
e

sx1t
pk


δs1x2 pkt
 e

rpx11x
1
2  x1x2q
N


ζx1
and
UN pωq ζx 
¸
tPZ
pk
e

x1t
pk


1
pk
¸
zPZN
δx2 pktpzqe

2ryz
N



e
 
x2y
N

pk
¸
tPZ
pk
e

px1   yqt
pk


 e
x2y
N
	
¸
tPZ
pk
δ
x1 pkt

¸
tPZ
pk
e

x2px1   p
ktq
N


δ
x1 pkt  e

rpx11x
1
2  x1x2q
N


ζx1 .
As a speial ase of Lemma 6.1 we get the following orollary:
Corollary 6.2. We have that
UN

1 tpkD
tpk 1

ζx  e


rN pxqt
pk


ζx.
Proof. With x1  Bx we have
UN

1 tpkD
tpk 1

ζx  e

rpx11x
1
2  x1x2q
N


ζx1
 e

r
 
x21  Dx
2
2

t
pk

¸
sPZ
pk
e

 
x1   tp
kDx2

s
pk

δx2 tpkx1 spk
 e

r
 
x21  Dx
2
2

t
pk

¸
sPZ
pk
e

x1 ps tx1q
pk


δx2 spk  e


rN pxqt
pk


ζx.
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Sine HD preserves N pxq we see that VC are natural subspaes to study.
Pik x0 P Z
2
pk
with N px0q  C suh that p  C. We see that HDx0  tx P
Z2
pk
;N pxq  Cu, hene if a Heke eigenfuntion has a nonzero oeient for
some ζx P VC , then it has nonzero oeients for all ζx P VC and they have the
same absolute value. On the other hand, if ψ is a Heke eigenfuntion, then
Corollary 6.2 tells us that ψ P VC for some C P Zpk . If p|C the orbit HDx0 is not
always as large. This orresponds to the fat that the irreduible representations
in VC are no longer one dimensional.
Lemma 6.3. If p does not divide C or D then dimpVCq  p
k


D
p
	
pk1.
Proof. To alulate the dimension we rst prove that we an nd x1 and x2
suh that x21  C Dx
2
2 pmod p
k
q. This is done by indution on k where eah
indution step use Newton-Raphson approximation, a method known in number
theory as Hensel's lemma. For k  1 we have pp   1q{2 dierent squares, so
both the left hand side and the right hand side assumes pp 1q{2 dierent values
and by the pigeon hole priniple we must have a solution to the equation. Now
assume we have x1 and x2 suh that x
2
1  C  Dx
2
2 pmod p
n1
q. At least one
of x1 and x2 is not divisible by p and we may assume that this is x1. Putting
x1  x1 
 
x21 Dx
2
2   C

{p2x1q we see that x1
2
 C   Dx22 pmod p
n
q.
Let B 

x1 x2D
x2 x1

have determinant ongruent to C modulo pk. We see
that VC  UN pBqV1, thus every VC has the same dimension. We now ount
the number of px, yq P Z2
pk
suh that x2  Dy2  0 pmod pq : If

D
p
	
 1
we immediately get x  y  0 pmod pq whih gives p2k2 solutions. But if

D
p
	
 1 we also get the solutions y P Z
pk
and x  
?
Dy pmod pq, so in this
ase the total number of solutions is p2k2   2pk1pk1pp 1q  p2p 1qp2k2.
From this we see that for

D
p
	
 1 we have
dimpVCq 
1
pk1pp 1q
dim



à
CPZ

pk
VC

Æ


p2k  p2k2
pk1pp 1q
 pk   pk1
and for

D
p
	
 1 we have
dimpVCq 
1
pk1pp 1q
dim



à
CPZ

pk
VC

Æ


p2k  p2p 1qp2k2
pk1pp 1q
 pk  pk1.
The evaluation of a Heke eigenfuntion will lead to the study of the solutions
to the equation x2  a
 
mod pk

. It is easy to see that if a  0
 
mod pk

and p divides a an odd number of times, then the equation has no solutions.
If however p divides a an even number of times we may redue the equation
to rx2  ra
 
mod pk2s

, where p  ra. If ra is a square modulo p then this
equation has two solutions x0 and the solutions to the original equation are
11
x  x0x
s
  pksm
 
mod pk

for m P Zps . If a  0
 
mod pk

then the
solutions are x  prk{2sm
 
mod pk

for m P Zprk{2s . Sine the solutions to the
equation are written in quite dierent forms we formulate the evaluation in two
dierent theorems orresponding to dierent right hand sides of the equation.
Theorem 6.4. Let ψ P VC be a normalized Heke eigenfuntion and assume
that p does not divide C or D. Let b P ZN and assume that the equation x
2

C   Db2
 
mod pk

has the solutions x  x0p
s
  pksZps
 
mod pk

for
some x0 and s suh that p  x0 and 0 ¤ s   k{2. Then
ψpbq 
1

1

D
p
	
1
p

αψpbq
ps
¸
z1
e

q
 
pzq
ps


  βψpbq
ps
¸
z1
e

q

pzq
ps



, (6)
where q

pzq  r
 
Θψpbqz  x0Dbz
2
  pk2s31D2b2z3

and |αψpbq|  |βψpbq| 
1.
Remark. The funtion Θψpbq, whih takes values in Zps , will be speied in
equation (7).
Proof. We know that ψ is a linear ombination of ζx suh that N pxq  C.
Fixing x0, any suh x an be written as hx0 for some h P HD, hene it follows
from Lemma 6.1 that all onstants in this linear ombination have the same
absolute value R. The orthogonality of tζx;x P t1, 2, ..., p
k
u
2
u and Lemma 6.3
gives
1  }ψ}22 

pk 

D
p


pk1


R2
pk
,
thus R 

1

D
p
	
1
p
	
1{2
. Sine ζxpbq  0 unless x2  b
 
mod pk

the value
of ψpbq is only a sum over x P Z2
pk
suh that x21  C   Db
2
 
mod pk

and
x2  b
 
mod pk

. By the assumptions of the theorem we have that x1 
x0p
s
  pksZps
 
mod pk

and we see that the values of x an be represented
by the elements
"
Bpsqz

x0p
s
b


; z  0, 1, ..., ps  1
*
Y
"
Bpsqz

x0p
s
b


; z  0, 1, ..., ps  1
*
in Z2N . Here Bpsq 

1  rDp2pksq pksD
pks 1  rDp2pksq

and by indution it is
easy to show that
Bpsqz 

1  rDz2p2pksq
 
pksz   31rDp3pksqpz3  zq

D
pksz   31rDp3pksqpz3  zq 1  rDz2p2pksq

.
Denote ζ
,z  ζ
Bpsqz

x0p
s
b
	
and all the onstants in front of these funtions
Ra
,z. We have that
ψpbq  R

ps1
¸
z0
a
 ,zζ ,zpbq  
ps1
¸
z0
a
,zζ,zpbq

.
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If we use Lemma 6.1 we see that UN pBpsqqζ,z1  e

rpf

pzqf

pz1qq
N
	
ζ
,z
for z  1, ..., ps  1, where
f

pzq 



1  rDz2p2pksq
	
psx0  

pksz   31rDp3pksqpz3  zq
	
Db
	




pksz   31rDp3pksqpz3  zq
	
psx0  

1  rDz2p2pksq
	
b
	
 psx0b  p
ks

Db2   p2sx20  p
2pksq31rD2b2
	
z
 p2ks2x0Dbz
2
  p3pksq312D2b2z3 pmod Nq.
Sine Bpsqp
s


1 pkD
pk 1

Corollary 6.2 gives us that UN pBpsqqψ  e

r rC
pk s
	
ψ
for some
rC  C
 
mod pk

and this leads to
a
,z  e

r rC
pk s

e

r pf

pzq  f

pz  1qq
N


a
,z1
 e

r rCz
pk s

e

r pf

pzq  f

p0qq
N


a
,0.
But ζ
,zpbq  e

pk sx2
0
z	p2ks3rx0Dbz
2
p3pksqrD2b2z3
N
	
hene
a
,zζ ,zpbq  e

pksr rCz   rf

pzq  rf

p0q  pk sx20z
N

 e

	p2ks3rx0Dbz
2
 p3pksqrD2b2z3
N


a
,0  a,0e

q

pzq
ps


,
where q

pzq  r
 
Θψpbqz  x0Dbz
2
  pk2s31D2b2z3

and
Θψpbqp
k
 x20p
2s

rC  Db2  p2pksq31rD2b2
 
mod pk s

. (7)
Remark. Note that Θψpbq is well dened, but that it an not be lifted to an
integer polynomial. Dierent Heke eigenfuntions in VC orrespond to dierent
hoies of
rC  C
 
mod pk

.
Theorem 6.5. Let ψ P VC be a normalized Heke eigenfuntion for some C P
Z
pk
. If b P ZN fullls that C  Db
2
 0
 
mod pk

then
ψpbq 
αψpbq

1

D
p
	
1
p
prk{2s
¸
z1
e

qpzq
prk{2s


, (8)
where qpzq  r
 
Θψpbqz   p
k2rk{2s31CDz3

, |αψpbq|  1 and
Θψpbqp
k
 
rC  Db2  pk pk2rk{2sq31rCD

mod pr3k{2s
	
.
Proof. This is the same proof as for Theorem 6.4.
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7 Exponential sums of ubi polynomials
We have seen that the values of the Heke eigenfuntions are given by expo-
nential sums over rings Zps . In this hapter we will derive the results we need
in order to study the supremum of the eigenfuntions. For onveniene we will
still assume that p ¡ 3.
Denition 7.1. Let n be a nonnegative integer. For q P Zpnrxs we dene
Spq, nq 
pn
¸
z1
e

qpzq
pn


.
Lemma 7.1. Let qpzq  a3z
3
 a2z
2
 a1z a0 and assume that p|a3 but p  a2.
Then |Spq, nq|  pn{2.
Proof. It is trivial to see that |Spq, 0q|  1  p0{2. On the other hand Spq, 1q 
°p
z1 e

a2z
2
 a1z a0
p
	
and this Gauss sum is well known to have absolute value
equal to p1{2 (f. [14℄ hapter II.3). Now assume n ¡ 1. The observation that
we will use and use repeatedly is that if we have a polynomial q P Zpnrzs then
qpz1  p
n1z2q  qpz1q  q
1
pz1qp
n1z2 pmod p
n
q . In this ase this gives us that
Spq, nq 
pn
¸
z1
e

qpzq
pn



pn1
¸
z11
p¸
z21
e

qpz1   p
n1z2q
pn



pn1
¸
z11
p¸
z21
e

qpz1q   q
1
pz1qp
n1z2
pn


 p
¸
z1PZpn1
q1pz1q0 pmod pq
e

qpz1q
pn


 p
¸
z1PZpn1
z1a1ra
1
2
pmod pq
e

qpz1q
pn


 p
pn2
¸
z1
e

qpa1ra
1
2
  zpq
pn


 p e

qpa1ra
1
2
q
pn


Spq1, n 2q,
where q1 is a polynomial of degree 3 whih fullls the assumptions of the lemma.
The proof now follows by indution.
Lemma 7.2. Let qpzq  a3z
3
  a1z   a0 and assume that p  a3 and that
p2  a1. Then |Spq, nq| ¤ 2p
n{2.
Proof. For n  1 this is well known, see for instane [14℄, therefore we assume
that n ¡ 1. Using the same alulation as in the proof of Lemma 7.1 we obtain
that
Spq, nq  p
¸
z1PZpn1
q1pz1q0 pmod pq
e

qpz1q
pn


. (9)
The equation q1pz1q  0 pmod pq has at most two solutions modulo p, hene
this expression onsists of at most two dierent sums of length pn2. If p  a1
these sums are of the form e px0p
n
qSpq1, n  2q, where x0 P Z and q1 fullls
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the assumptions of Lemma 7.1. On the other hand, if a1  ra1p with p  ra1, we
get
Spq, nq  p
¸
z1PZpn1
q1pz1q0 pmod pq
e

qpz1q
pn


 p e

a0
pn

 pn2
¸
z11
e

a3pz
3
1   ra1z1q
pn2


 p2 e

a0
pn


¸
z1PZpn3
a10 pmod pq
e

a3pz
3
1   ra1z1q
pn2


 0.
Lemma 7.3. Let qpzq  a3z
3
  p2a1z   a0 and assume that p  a3. For n ¥ 3
we have that |Spq, nq|  p2|Spq1, n 3q|, where q1pzq  a3z
3
  a1z.
Proof. Again we write
Spq, nq  p
¸
z1PZpn1
q1pz1q0 pmod pq
e

qpz1q
pn


 p e

a0
pn

 pn2
¸
z11
e

q1pz1q
pn3


 p2 e

a0
pn


Spq1, n 3q.
Denition 7.2. For α P Zpn and n  1 or n  2 we dene
Aα,n 
suptPZpn |Spqα,t, nq|
pn{2
,
where qα,tpzq  αz
3
  tz.
Remark. Aα,n is of ourse a funtion of p but this is suppressed sine we often
think of p as xed.
Lemma 7.4. For xed n and p, Aα,n assumes at most three dierent values
and if p  2 pmod 3q then Aα,n is independent of α. Moreover, 1 ¤ Aα,1 ¤ 2
and
?
2   Aα,2 ¤ 2.
Proof. Sine the multipliative group Zpn is yli of order pp1qp
n1
we write
the elements as gk, where k P Z
pp1qpn1 . If p  2 pmod 3q then 3 is invertible in
Z
pp1qpn1 so we see that g
k
 pgk{3q3 is a ube. If p  1 pmod 3q any element
an be written as gl
 
gk
3
where l  0, 1, 2. We have that
Aαβ3,n 
suptPZpn |Spqαβ3,t, nq|
pn{2

suptPZpn |Spqα,tβ1pβzq, nq|
pn{2
 Aα,n
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and from this the rst laim follows. To prove that Aα,1 ¥ 1 we notie that
!
e

tz
p
	)
tPZp
is an orthonormal basis in L2 pZpq . Thus
1 




e

αz3
p






2
2

¸
tPZp




〈
e

αz3
p


, e

tz
p

〉



2
¤ p sup
tPZp




1
p
Spqα,t, 1q




2
 A2α,1.
To prove that Aα,2 ¡
?
2 we use the same proof but we notie that we only
have to sum over t suh that Spqα,t, 2q  0. By the proof of Lemma 7.2 we see
that this gives us that t  0 pmod pq or that t is a unit suh that 31α1t
is a square (otherwise the sum in (9) is empty). The number of suh t is less
than p2{2 and that gives our estimate. That Aα,n ¤ 2 follows diretly from
Lemma 7.2 and the fat that |Spαz3, 2q|  p.
Theorem 7.5. If qα,tpzq  αz
3
  tz and α P Zpn then
sup
tPZpn
|Spqα,t, nq| 
$
&
%
p2n{3 if n  0 pmod 3q
Aα,1p
2n{31{6
if n  1 pmod 3q
Aα,2p
2n{31{3
if n  2 pmod 3q
.
Proof. For n  0, 1, 2 the proof is trivial, hene assume n ¥ 3. We see that
suptPZpn |Spqα,t, nq|  max

supp2|t |Spqα,t, nq|, supp2t |Spqα,t, nq|
	
and that the
last of the two expressions is less than 2pn{2 by Lemma 7.2. The rst expression
is equal to p2 suptPZ
pn3
|Spqα,t, n 3q| by Lemma 7.3 and this is always larger
than 2pn{2 sine
?
p ¡ 2. The theorem now follows by indution.
8 Supremum norms of Heke eigenfuntions in VC
From [11℄ and [9℄ we know that normalized Heke eigenfuntions fulll
}ψ}
8
¤
2

1

D
p
	
1
p
if N  p and as we will see this is also true for N  p2 (if ψ is orthogonal to
S2p1, 1q) and for half of the Heke eigenfuntions for a general N  p
2k. In
fat, this estimate is a very good approximation of the supremum norm of these
funtions:
Theorem 8.1. Let N  p2k for some prime p ¡ 3 that does not divide C or D
and assume that ψ P VC is a normalized Heke eigenfuntion. If

C
p
	
 

D
p
	
or if k  1 then
2

1

D
p
	
1
p

1
π2
8N


¤ }ψ}
8
¤
2

1

D
p
	
1
p
.
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Proof. We see that if

C
p
	
 

D
p
	
then C   Db2  0 pmod pq for all b,
hene Theorem 6.4 immediately gives
}ψ}
8
¤
2

1

D
p
	
1
p
(10)
in this situation. If k  1 then s  0 in Theorem 6.4 and rk{2s  0 in Theo-
rem 6.5, and this also gives the estimation (10). To prove the other inequality
we pik b P ZN suh that

C Db2
p
	
 1. We know (using the notation from
the proof of Theorem 6.4) that
ψ
 
b  tpk


1

1

D
p
	
1
p
 
a
 ,0ζ ,0
 
b  tpk

  a
,0ζ,0
 
b  tpk


1

1

D
p
	
1
p

e

x0t
pk


a
 ,0ζ ,0pbq   e

x0t
pk


a
,0ζ,0pbq



e

x0t
pk
	
a
 ,0ζ ,0pbq

1

D
p
	
1
p

e

2x0t
pk


 
a
,0ζ,0pbq
a
 ,0ζ ,0pbq


.
Sine x0  0 pmod pq we an pik t so that the dierene θ of the arguments of
the two expressions in the parenthesis is at most π{pk. Remembering that both
the a
,0 and ζ ,0pbq have absolute value 1 we see that this t gives us

ψ
 
b  tpk




?
2  2 cos θ

1

D
p
	
1
p
¥
2 θ
2
4

1

D
p
	
1
p
¥
2

1

D
p
	
1
p

1
π2
8N


.
The other half (negleting
À
p|C VC for a moment) of the Heke eigen-
funtions have rather large supremum norms. As we shall see shortly these
supremum norms assume at most three dierent values for a xed N.
Theorem 8.2. Let N  p2k for some prime p ¡ 3 and assume that ψ P VC is
a normalized Heke eigenfuntion for some C P Z
pk
. If

C
p
	


D
p
	
and k ¡ 1
then
}ψ}
8

1

1

D
p
	
1
p

$
&
%
pk{3 if k  0 pmod 3q
A36CD,2 p
k{31{3
if k  1 pmod 3q
A36CD,1 p
k{31{6
if k  2 pmod 3q
. (11)
Proof. Let us rst estimate the expression in Theorem 6.4, that is equation (6):
If b  0 pmod pq then x2  C   Db2
 
mod pk

has at most 2 dierent
solutions and therefore we may assume that b is a unit beause otherwise |ψpbq|
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is muh smaller than the expressions in equation (11). But then |Spq

, sq|  ps{2
by Lemma 7.1, hene
|ψpbq| ¤
2ps{2

1

D
p
	
1
p
¤
2ppk1q{4

1

D
p
	
1
p
.
We see that this is less than the laimed supremum norm if k ¡ 2. If however
k  2 then s  0 and using this we see that |ψpbq| is small also in this ase.
The expression in Theorem 6.5 (equation (8)) has absolute value

ψ
 
b  tpk





1

D
p
	
1
p
	
1{2
|Spq, rk{2sq| where
qpzq  r

Θψ
 
b  tpk

z   pk2rk{2s31CDz3
	
.
By the denition of Θψ we have that
Θψ
 
b  tpk

pk   rC  D
 
b  tpk
2
 pk pk2rk{2sq31rCD
 pΘψpbq   2Dbtq p
k

mod pr3k{2s
	
.
Sine p  2Db we see that, as we let t run through all elements in Zpk , the polyno-
mial q run through all polynomials of the form qαpzq  αz p
k2rk{2s31rCDz3
with α P Zprk{2s. We now study the ases when k is even and when k is odd
separately: If k is odd we get Spqα, rk{2sq  0 if p  α, hene
sup
αPZ
prk{2s
|Spqα, rk{2sq|  p sup
αPZ
prk{2s1
|Spwα, rk{2s  1q|,
where wαpzq  αz 3
1rCDz3. Applying Theorem 7.5 we get the expression we
want. (Lemma 7.4 says that A31rCD,n  A36CD,n.) If k is even we have that
qα  wα and we an apply Theorem 7.5 diretly to get the desired expression.
For ompleteness we also study the ase when p|D, that is the ramied ase.
Our evaluation proedure for the Heke operators still works and we get the
following result whih is somewhat analogous to the known result for primes,
see [9℄.
Theorem 8.3. Let ψ P VC be a normalized Heke eigenfuntion for some C P
Z
pk
and assume that p|D. We have that
?
2

1
π2
8N


¤ }ψ}
8
¤
?
2.
Proof. Let us determine the dimension of VC , that is the number of solutions
to x21 Dx
2
2  C in Zpk . This is easy beause for any x2 the equation x
2
1 
C Dx22 has exatly two solutions so the total number of solutions is 2p
k. We
x some x0 suh that N px0q  C and we notie that every x with N pxq 
C an be written as hx0 for some h P HD. This shows that ψ is a sum
of ζxfuntions where N pxq  C and the onstants in front of them have
absolute value
a
pk{p2pkq  1{
?
2.We now argue as in the proof of Theorem 8.1
to get the desired onlusion.
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Last we will turn our fous to the ase when p|C. This implies that p is either
split or ramied. The ase when p|C and p is ramied will not be treated in
this paper but one an expet that the supremum norms in that ase behave in
the same manner as in Theorem 8.2. Now assume that p is split and let
?
D be
an element in ZN suh that
?
D
2
 D. Now dene
V
 

à
xPZ2
pk
x1
?
Dx20 pmod pq
Cζx.
and V

in the same manner but with a minus sign in front of
?
D. Note that
À
p|C VC  V `V`S2kp2k1, 1q and that V are invariant under the ation
of HD.
Theorem 8.4. Let N  p2k for some prime p ¡ 3 and assume that p|C and
that D is a quadrati residue modulo p. If ψ P VC X V is a normalized Heke
eigenfuntion then
|ψpbq| 
#
1
b
1
1
p
if p  b
0 if p|b
.
Proof. We may assume that ψ P VC X V . To prove the theorem the main
diulty is to prove the following laim: If ζx, ζy P VC X V  there is an h P HD
suh that hx  y
 
mod pk

. Assume that pl|C but pl 1  C. We see that x1 
?
Dx2
 
mod pl

and that the same equality holds for y. But then pl|x1y2x2y1
and we see that we an hoose h2 so that Ch2  x1y2x2y1
 
mod pk

. This
determines h2 modulo p
kl. Now hoose h1  py1 Dx2h2qx
1
1
 
mod pk

and
put h 

h1 h2D
h2 h1

. It is straightforward to verify that hx  y
 
mod pk

,
but in general h R HD. In fat alulations show that h
2
1Dh
2
2  py
2
1 px1y2 
x2y1qDh2qx
2
1
 
mod pk

and we notie that the expression in front of h2 is
invertible. Sine h2 only is determined modulo p
kl
we an hoose h2 so that
h P HD as long as we an show that detphq  1
 
mod pkl

. But this follows
immediately from the fat that C  N pyq  N phxq  C detphq
 
mod pk

.
Let ψ P VCXV . The dimension of VCXV  is p
k1
pp1q, hene ψ is a linear
ombination of ζx where the oeients have absolute value
a
pk{ppk1pp 1qq 
p11{pq1{2.We see that if p  b then x2  C Db2
 
mod pk

has exatly one
solution suh that x 
?
Db pmod pq and if p|b the equation has no solutions
suh that x  0 pmod pq .
Remark. If p|C and ψ P VC is a normalized Heke eigenfuntion orthogonal to
S2kp2k 1, 1q, then Cauhy-Shwarz inequality applied to Theorem 8.4 gives us
}ψ}
8
¤
d
2
1 1
p
.
Theorem 8.5. Let N  p2k for some prime p ¡ 3 and assume that p  D. If
ψ P L2 pZN q is a normalized Heke eigenfuntion then }ψ}8 ¤ N
1{4.
Proof. First assume that p is inert. Then there is an integer 0 ¤ m ¤ k suh
that ψ P S2kp2k  m,mq but ψ R S2kp2k  m  1,m   1q. By Theorem 4.3
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ψ P S2kp2k m,mq  L
2
 
Zp2k2m

and it is obvious that Tmψ must belong to
VC for some C P Z

p2k2m
. Hene the estimates in Theorem 8.1 and Theorem 8.2
together with the fat that Tm is unitary gives the estimate diretly. Now assume
that p is split. If ψ P VC for some C P Z

p2k
then Theorem 8.1 and Theorem 8.2
gives the estimate. If ψ P VC and p|C we write ψ  ψ0   ψ1   ...   ψk,
where ψm P S2kp2k m,mq but ψm is orthogonal to S2kp2k m  1,m   1q.
Theorem 8.4 together with Theorem 4.3 tells us that the support of ψm is
tx; pm|x^pm 1  xu, hene the supports are all disjoint and we see that }ψ}
8

max0¤m¤k }ψm}8. By our last remark we see that
}ψm}8 ¤
d
2
1 1
p
pm{2}ψm}2 ¤
d
2
1 1
p
pm{2
for m   k and }ψk}8  p
k{2
}ψk}2 ¤ p
k{2.
Remark. Note that Theorem 8.5 is true for all N 1 that ould be written as a
produt of dierent N of the form stipulated in the theorem. Also note that
the estimates |ψpxq| ¤ }ψ}
8
¤ N1{4 implies that hpψq ¥ 1
2
logN, the estimate
in Theorem 5.1.
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